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2 
The term "totally molten p1anet"implies the possible existence of an excess of heat in the melt. A 

molten "iso1ated"system which does not contain any solid phases (crystals) does not have thermal 
barriers (or buffers) in the form of the latent heat of the fusion of the crystalline phases. Crystalline 
phases are usually present in terrestrial melts and the majority of terrestrial melts are tightly 
temperature buffered and (with the exception of impact generated melts) do not generally experience 
superheat during their formation. Melts generated during the early evolution of planets (planetesimals) 
could have experienced superheat as a consequence of short accretion times and the efficient storage of 
heat within the forming body. 

In order to understand the behavior of superheated melts we have studied siliceous melts 
experimentally and also have made a survey of observations which may indicate superheat in natural 
objects. 

For the experimental study we chose highly siliceous melts, considered to be fully polymerized in the 
near liquidus region with NBO/T = 0.0 - 0.15 (non-bridging oxygens per tetrahedrally-coordinated 
cations)(l). Similar melts (glasses) occur also as impactites or tektites. Reaction rates in such alkali-poor 
dacitic and rhyolitic compositions are slow and the melts readily quench into glasses, allowing any 
very high-temperature features to be preserved. Experimental charges were run in molybdenum 
capsules and/or platinum wire loops in a inert atmosphere (Ar, N2). One atm runs were made at near 
liquidus temperatures and at a series of temperatures exceeding the (estimated) liquidus of the given 
composition by several hundreds degrees C (1250, 1350, l550 and 1650). After an hour runs the charges 
were dropped onto the bottom of the furnace (cold plate) or into liquid nitrogen. The charges were 
then studied for compositional homogeneity by optical microscope and by electron microprobe, and for 
the "structural" state by Raman spectroscopy. 
Raman spectra indicate that samples quenched 
from different above liquidus temperatures have 
different "structural patterns" (Fig.1) depending 
on the tempe-ratures achieved and the cooling 
history of the glass. High-T and low-T 
signatures were described (2,3) and it was noted 
that the change in structural patterns takes 
place rather suddenly as a function of 
temperature. The high-T signatures in glasses 1 .  roo;Oo KOO:OO 1oo.j&3~ 110o.w m.00 

returns (though not completely) to the low-T 
Fig.1. Raman spectra of experimental indochinite. pattern when the samples are cooled slowly or 

are held at lower-T for sufficiently long times. A-quenched from 1550oC, B-quenched from 1200oC. 

We have also measured viscosity under superheated conditions using a modified falling sphere 
method. Pt spheres in Mo capsules were traced by X-ray techniques while falling. Viscosity to 
temperature relations are non-Arrhenian though we were not able to detect with any certainty the 
"sudden" change of properties that might have been expected from the Raman data. 

We have interpreted the Raman spectra of high T runs as indicative of "depo1ymerization"of the 
melt(3) since we observed a decrease of Si4 peaks and an increase of the proportion of Si3Al and 
Si2A12 peaks with the increasing T. The observed change may represent a decrease in oxygen 
content as a consequence of high temperature volatilization of oxygen from the melt. Such changes may 
ultimatelly lead to the formation of Si-Si metallic bonds, similar to the Ge-Ge bonds reported in high 
temperature superheating of Ge02 melts (4). 

Tektites are highly siliceous superheated melts that show evidence of alkali element depletion, 
extremely high FeO/Fe203 ratios and the presence of "on-meteoritic" metallic iron spherules(S), and 
of the presence of metallic Si domains(6) within the glass. The evidence of high-T reduction may 
correlate with the changes observed in the experimental Raman spectra where extreme temperatures 
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produce a depolymerized, less o x i d i i  melt due to high temperature reduction (oxygen volatilization). 
Superheat-induced reduction may not be such a rare process in the nature. Essene and Fisher (7) 

have observed that natural fulgurite glasses ccontain reduced iron and silicon phases. The high contents 
of metallic iron in lunar so,& in quantities exceeding the possible addition of iron from meteorites 
and from lunar rocks, is explained by the formation of metallic iron domains by an impact heating in 
agglutinates and impact glasses(8). 

Metallic silicon in meteoritic metal has been recorded for anomalous irons (e.g. Horse Creek)(9) and 
has been interpreted as a result of extreme reduction (superheat). Metallic iron containing Si is 
common in reduced meteorites i.e., E-chondrites and aubrites(lO), and could result from high (superheat) 
temperatures and the reduction of silicate phases. The observations of Rimbaldi et al,(12) show that 
metals with Si contents are present also in the unequilibrated chondrites. Harvey and Maurette(l1) 
present analyses of metal with high Si content in micrometeoritic ablation spherules. These 
observations also provide evidence for the Si reduction due to the high temperatures. 

In the course of searching for evidence of superheat we have studied the composition of the metals 
present in the residua of the Allende meteorite, superheated in solar furnace by King (13). The 
residuum comprises by olivine, Ca-Fe-Al-Si glass and metal-sulphide phases. The larger metal blobs (mm 
size) are commonly associated with the sulphide phase. This metal contains relatively large amounts of 
Ni (6-37%) and probably represents the "original" meteoritic metal. Rare small metal spherules (less than 
0.2 mm in size) not associated with sulphide phases, contain lower Ni contents (up to 3.5%). The low Ni 
spherules probably represent "reduced silicate bound iron-hich did not alloy with the meteoritic 
"metals". It should be noted however that the amount of metallic Si in both metal types (0.005 - 0.20%) is 
low, though slightly higher in the "small spherules" (0.05% in average) compared to the larger metal 
spherules (0.01%). 

Volatilization phenomen due to superheating have been demonstrated experimentally (e.g., 
superheating the Allende meteorite (U), vaporization of chondrules (14) and in vaporization related 
"meteorite systems" ( , 1 6 , 1 .  Tsuchiyama et al.,(14) demonstrated the relationship between 
volatilization, temperature and oxygen fugacities. Malysheva et al.,(18) showed that under extremely 
reducing conditions (carbon present) the sequence of volatilization can be reversed, in comparison to 
volatilization under more oxidizing conditions. The volatilization of metallic species of e.g. refractory 
elements ( C a d )  takes place at substantially lower temperatures than the volatilization of their oxides. 
Vaporization phenomena in a superheated melt are thus related to the redox state. For a given system 
in equilibrium, the oxygen fugacity depends on the temperature and determines the oxide to metal 
proportions (and hence may change the siderophility of e.g., moderately siderophile elements) and 
consequently the order of vaporization. In most silicate systems however the redox state is buffered by 
the presence of silicate (i.e."oxidized") iron. If oxidized iron is absent (e.g. enstatite meteorites), or if 
the content of iron oxide is extremely low and reactions are slow (i.e., the w e  of highly siliceous 
melts), reduction of transition metals can take place (e.g.Ti,Mn,Cr). With further heating silicon is also 
reduced to metallic state. This sequence may have occured in the enstatite meteorites (19) and may be 
of critical importance in the superheated regions that developed during the accretionary history of 
early planetesimals or planets (the early Earth and Mercury?). 
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